Solving these differential equations for the particular cases of 2 and 3, Mr. H arley arrived at the actual expression of the roots of the given algebraic equation for these cases. That all algebraic equations up to the fifth degree can be reduced to the above trinomial form, is well known.
A solution of (1) by means of definite triple integrals in the case of w =4 has been published by Mr. W . H. L. B ussell ; and I am informed that a general solution of the equation by means of a definite single integral has been obtained by the same analyst.
W hile the subject seems to be more important with relation to differential than with reference to algebraic equations, the connexion into which the two subjects are brought must itself be considered as a very interesting fact. As respects the former of these subjects, it may be observed that it is a matter of quite fundamental importance to ascertain for what forms of the function < p (D) 5 e 2 that the number of really primary forms-of forms the knowledge of which, in combi nation with such known theorems, would enable us to solve all equations of the above type that are finitely solvable-is extremely small. I t will, indeed, be a most remark able conclusion, should it ultimately prove that the forms in question stand in absolute and exclusive connexion with the class of algebraic equations here considered.
The following paper is a contribution to the general theory under the aspect last mentioned. In endeavouring to solve Mr. H arley's equation by definite integrals, I was led to perceive its relation to a more general equation, and to make this the subject of investigation. The results will be presented in the following ord er:- Fourthly, I shall determine the arbitrary constants of the solution so as to express the mth power of that real root of the proposed algebraic equation which reduces to 1 when # = 0 .
The differential equation which forms the chief subject of these investigations certainly occupies an important place, if not one of exclusive importance, in the theory of that large class of differential equations of which the type is expressed in (3). A t present, I am not aware of the existence of any differential equations of that particular type which admit of finite solution at all, otherwise than by an ultimate reduction to the form in question, or by a resolution into linear equations of the first order. I t constitutes, in fact, a generalization of the form which, on effecting the operations indicated, becomes rm + r(n-l) , "U" l ,5iz£ 
Ur= '
and the expansion then represents the mth power of that particular root which, when # = 0 , reduces to 1. The law of the series upon which the formation of the differential equation depends is, as we shall perceive, independent of these determinations.
Changing r into r -n, we have (9) is an integral, but not the general integral of the differential equation (I), it must be the general integral of a differential equation involved in (I), but of a lower order. We may in fact conclude that such reduced differential equation will be deducible from the higher one by a process of integration. Let us apply this consideration to the foregoing example.
W hen m --1, the equation (I) becomes 1 rn -1 (10) and this, when n is greater than 2, is satisfied by w=Ciyi"1+ C 2y^1.
which in effect contains n -1 arbitrary constants, and so constitutes the com gral of the differential equation.
If n=2, the differential equation becomes
which is satisfied by u~y~x and by u = y^\ but, as is eviden form, not by ^= C 1y f1+ C 2^1* In this case, in fact, the condition y~l-\-y-x-0 not being fulfilled, the primary differential equation (I) suffers no change in the form of its general solution.
Mr. Harley's results are in effect transformations of (10) and (11). Since n = y -1, it is seen that u will satisfy the algebraic equation
Transform this by assuming 
which is Mr. Harley's equation (1), art. 1. W hen 2, we obtain from (11), by the same transformations, Mr. H arley's second equation (2), art. 1.
Not only for the particular value m = -1, but apparently for all integer values of m, the general differential equation (I) admits of one integration. I t may be said that while the differential equation determining the form of the with power of a root of the algebraic equation is in general of the wth order, this equation may, when m is an integer, be reduced to an-equation of the n-1th order; not, however, like the higher equation, unvarying in its type. I have thus verified some other particular-forms obtained by 
wT e have
But from the form of <p(D) it is easily seen that 
-----------------------L
In this expression B,, .. Bw , being generated from the arbitrary 6onstants C0, C,, .. C"_,, may themselves be regarded as arbitrary constants. And this being done, C0 will become a dependent constant, the form of which it will be necessary to determine. First, however, let us endeavour to interpret by a definite integral the symbolic function of D. 
wherein, it must be remembered, that a x, oc2, ..
7F -I 'P_ .JOE i + t
And this is the general integral of (I), Br , B2, .. B* being the arbitrary constants of the solution.
Second Method. This theory I shall apply here, not to the ordinary finite solution, but to the solution by definite integrals of the differential equation (I). In doing this I shall give to U and V the particular values 0. W e are justified in doing this by the canons relating to the arbitrary constants which are laid down in the memoir; but it will suffice here to direct attention to the fact that while the processes employed are strictly speaking particular, they lead to a solution involving the requisite number of arbitrary constants, and at the same time of the proper which agrees with the previous result.
• ( ii) Determination o f the Constants. Hence
Giving, in this equation, to r any particular system of n values, we shall obtain a system of n linear equations for the determination of the n constants C1? C2, .. In the same way w h e n ;=^, we find 2 ,sin ( 'v r "> rr= -2^2 1 « V-1 I t results therefore that, according a s; is less than n 1, equal to n 1, oi equal to n, we shall have I t is seen, from the form of this expression, th at it represents a value.
I f we substitute v for iP, a change which does not affect the limits, there results his expression we shall now reduce to an equivalent real form.
Reduction o f the expression fo r ym, 9. W e shall somewhat simplify the general expression above found for ym by inte grating by parts. The integrated portion will be found to vanish at both limits. 
